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If you have been trying to purchase anything
lately — from a car or laptop to holiday gifts,
or you’ve been watching the news1 — you’ll be
aware of the disruptions in the global supply
chain. This is an example of the inverse relationship between efficiency and resilience in
systems. This week, we’re going to look at this
issue in three dimensions: biological, historical, and futuristic. But today, we’ll start by
taking a step back and picking apart the supply-chain collapse in detail.

One Problem: “Just In Time” Shipping Model
In the 1930s and ’40s, cash- and resourcestrapped Toyota developed a manufacturing
system now referred to as the “lean”2 or “Just
in Time” (JIT) manufacturing model. Instead
of a car factory, for example, having a warehouse full of parts to supply its production
1
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https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2021/10/15/
supply-chain-shortages-issues-impact-holidayshopping/8450237002/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lean_manufacturing

line for a week or a month at a time, it depends on having it’s components shipped to
the factory on an as-needed basis, that is, just
as they are needed. It also produces less
waste, as superfluous materials are not sitting around, gathering dust.
The benefit to this is that a company does not
need to pay for supplies weeks in advance and
less storage space is required for inventory. It
does, however, require a regular supply chain
and consistency in its production.
This model has become standard in many industries. My neighbor supplies drywall to
builders, and the contracts they signed six
months ago can now eat their business alive
because the agreed-upon price has risen 25
percent in the last year,3 eliminating their
margin, and then some. This is because they
were selling drywall they would receive (at a
future, unknown price), not drywall they had
3
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scale example of what we’re seeing as Chinese
and other factory-rich countries have shut
down production to prevent the spread of
COVID-19 and to absorb supply-chain hiccups:

Perhaps you remember the COVID-19 pandemic.
The first big supply chain issue was the lack of
personal protective equipment (PPE), which depended on JIT manufacturing. If governments
and hospital systems had adequate stockpiles of
PPE, the supply chain could have ramped up before the equipment ran out. Also during the
pandemic, a container ship blocked the Suez
Canal,4 causing a week of delays in the global
conveyor belt of goods, further illustrating the
interconnectedness of manufacturing, supply,
and transportation.
An event from Toyota’s history was a small4

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/03/26/business/shipsuez-canal.html

In February 1997, . . . a fire at Japaneseowned automotive parts supplier Aisin
decimated its capacity to produce Pvalves for Toyota’s vehicles. Because Aisin
is the sole supplier of this part, its weekslong shutdown caused Toyota to halt production for several days. This caused a
ripple effect, where other Toyota parts
suppliers likewise had to temporarily
shut down because the automaker had no
need for their parts during that time period. Consequently, this fire cost Toyota
160 billion yen in revenue. – “Just in
Time (JIT),” Investopedia5
The above-going discussion is a brief look at a
big problem, which has been covered in more
depth by the New York Times,6 the Guardian,7
and other outlets (while Forbes8 thinks this will
reinvigorate the JIT model). What these discussions lack, is a look at the broader picture,
namely that long-distance supply chains are un5
6
7
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https://www.investopedia.com/terms/j/jit.asp
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/10/15/podcasts/thedaily/supply-chain.html?searchResultPosition=1
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/
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labor and resources, which obviates the need
for fossil fuels now and dependence on the
emergence of new, yet-to-exist technology in
the future.

Resilience vs. Efficiency

Our basic premise here at the Low Technology
Institute is that fossil fuels will no longer be
used at some point in our future — we should
use our comfortable time now to convert our
way of life to one that doesn’t depend on
these fuels. As we’ll discus in an upcoming
post, no preindustrial (and pre-fossil-fuel-using) complex society has successfully depended on the long-distance transport of staple goods. The JIT model depends completely
on heavy fuel usage to get things moved
around the globe in a reliable time frame. If it
won’t get there in time with a ship, then we
think little of putting asparagus from South
America onto a plane to get it to US markets
in January. JIT dependent on a smooth transportation network, but that is only possible
with fossil fuels. Although some argue that by
the time these fuels are obsolete, we’ll have
viable replacements. An alternative would be
to reorganize our economy to depend on local

We’ve all seen the term “resilience” popping
up more often lately (it is now used in print
11.5 times more than in 19809). Even supplychain management studies use the term to
refer to “the capacity of a supply chain to persist, adapt, or transform in the face of
change.”10 But wherever it is used, it goes back
to the idea of any system — ecological, social,
mechanical, financial, etc. — to respond to
and recover from a change in conditions.
Generally this is done through resistance,
adaptation, or some combination of the two.
These strategies may keep a system functioning, but they are not per se efficient.
Resistance is used to make a system resilient
by maintaining function in spite of adversity.
Continuing to make mortgage payments out
of your savings after losing a job is an example of financial resilience. A house that
doesn’t collapse under an an usually heavy
snowfall demonstrates mechanical resilience.
The Amish society has resisted modernization. And the prevalence of grizzly encounters in the US West, speaks to the persistence
of an apex predator despite human incursion.
9
10
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Adaptation aids resilience by changing a system to match the current state of affairs. To
continue our above examples, finding a new
job to pay the mortgage or selling the house
would be financial adaptation. Retrofitting a
house to increase the snow load rating adapts
a current structure to a snowier reality. The
use of electricity in business ventures have
generated new revenue for Amish communities. And grizzlies’ interest in dumpsters is an
understandable adaptation in the places
where this food source and their ranges overlap. Again, systems can use both resistance
and adaptation at the same time, increasing
their overall resilience.
The reason that we all aren’t adopting resilient strategies is that they are inefficient in
the short term. To pay your mortgage by dipping into savings means you had to put aside
resources instead of using them earlier. Overbuilding a house “just in case” costs more at
the outset. With the Amish relying on animal
power instead of fossil fuel motors, they accomplish less work in the same amount of
time. And it would be better for grizzlies to
avoid people and built-up places, but a bear
gotta eat.11

The Alternative: Just in Case System Model
Instead of relying on just-in-time shipping of
parts, goods, and supplies, the “Just in Case”
https://explore.org/fat-bear-week
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(JIC) model was prevalent before high-speed
transport was available. It isn’t as dynamic or
exciting: warehouses of goods ready for use, a
factory with supplies for a month on hand,
and a household with food stores and savings
in the bank (or under the mattress). This is
less efficient, to be sure, during times of
smoothly functioning transportation and
production. But during any disruption, from
natural disasters to sociopolitical upheaval,
those with resources on hand can continue to
function for a time, while others must put
their lives, production, and business on hold.
Unfortunately, resilient complex supply chain
problems can be reduced to the fable of the
ant and the grasshopper.12
Natural Systems
Successful natural systems are resilient because
they can withstand or adapt to changes in their
surroundings. We could look at resilience in the
animal, plant, and fungus kingdoms in many
ways: pigeons and rats adapting to urban life,
wood ticks expanding northward as temperatures warm, or polar bears trying to adapt to a
world with less ice. But to most closely parallel
our own supply chain problem, let’s look at
plants and animals that transport, modify, and
store food, to see how they build resilience into
their strategies.

12
11
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The Ants shrugged their shoulders in disgust.
"Making music, were you?" they cried. "Very well; now dance!" And they turned their backs on
the Grasshopper and went on with their work.

There's a time for work and a time for play.
Library of Congress
At the institute, we look to natural systems
for answers to sustainability questions. Organisms and ecosystems have been carrying
out experiments for millions of years. In addition to running our own research studies,
we also look to mimic successful natural systems, as these have stood the test of time.

Bees and Their Winter Honey Supply
Bees spend their summers gathering pollen and
nectar, turning the latter into energy-dense
honey, which they eat over the winter months,
as the colony clusters together and shivers to

create heat. If they run out of honey mid-winter, the hive will die. Bees in temperate climates
do not rely on a JIT supply chain, as they know a
predictable period of cold weather is coming.
But even bees in tropical environments, where
they can gather every day, collect excess honey,
just in case the resources are needed. But let’s
start at the bee-ginning (sorry, no more of that).
A bee colony is best thought of as a mega-organism, with each bee acting as a distributed
cell of a larger creature that is obsessed with
storing resources for the winter. The oldest
bees are field bees and spend their days gath-

6
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Bees face many challenges, from loss of habitat and monocultures that all bloom at once
to varroa mites and other diseases. Having
enough honey and pollen on hand for the
winter months is only one part of the survival
equation, but while a hive may struggle with a
disease, lack of food is a sure killer. Bees cannot depend on JIT nutrient gathering. Rain
days and temperatures below 55°F keep them
indoors, even in the spring, summer, and fall.
A hive needs dependable calories to feed
brood and keep the colony thriving.
Most healthy hives, in fact, can produce much
more than the honey needed to survive the
winter. Bees are certainly an example of an
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Potatoes and the Evolution of Tubers
What we know today as potatoes started out as
runner that would spread the potato plant from
parent bush to offspring seedling. Over time,
that underground runner — with nodes, which
could sprout into stems or roots — evolved to
swell and store nutrients and over generations
became the bulbous tuber we all have come to
enjoy.
Seeds are a self-contained plant in potentia,
containing the germ and carbs to feed it. A
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potato is essentially the same thing, except
that instead of being produced from the mixing of the DNA of two plants (which potatoes
also do), they are a clone of their parent. Really, they are more like a cutting with its own
food source. While some seeds need fire,
frost, and/or moisture to spur germination,
Potatoes have an internal clock that get them
sprouting each spring. Instead of depending
on just a little food from the seed and then its
surroundings, compared to seeds, potatoes
have a lot of growing power stored up in their
tuber. Clearly potatoes are JIC plants.
Potatoes evolved in the land of El Niño, where
their usually cool, dry conditions would be
up-eneded with a year of hot, wet weather every two to eleven years. We’ll see how the Inca
adapted to this uncertainty with adaptive, cooperative agriculture. Potatoes themselves
are able to produce enough growth, even in
off years, to live through their dormant period. In good years, they produce enough to
spread.

Mushrooms as the Fruit of a Just-in-Time Organism
One counterpoint — an organism that uses JIT
supplies — illustrates why this is maladaptive
for humans and many other plants and animals.
Fungi are incredible. These little chemistry factories can adapt and sense what is needed to digest their surroundings. And they can start and
stop metabolizing as supplies are available. Es-

7
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Mushrooms essentially use JIT supplies:
whatever and whenever. They thrive opportunistically. Luckily the earth has no lack of
rotting organic material for them, but when
it is in short supply, fungi can go dormant,
only to pick right up again later. We as humans can’t do this. Even bears and other hibernating animals are only using up stored
resources. Factories can’t start and stop production without losing employees and revenue. Banks can’t start and stop taking mortgage payments and still maintain their books.
A house is not reinforced each winter to take
the snow load only to have the supports removed again. The Amish do not alternate between mechanized and unmechanized agriculture as the season suits them. Grizzlies
cannot hibernate without gorging on salmon
and other fatty foods. Fungi are adaptable
and widespread because they are able to use
the JIT resources available to them right now
(or not!) — we are not that flexible.

they handled their supply chains for lessons we
can use today: Romans, Mayas, and Incas.

(Pre)Historical Trade

Rome: Dependent on Long-Distance Staples

People have created large, complex cities and
societies without fossil fuels in history and prehistory. In only one case that I know of did they
depend on the shipment of staple foods and
goods — and that was precarious. Traders did
regularly move light-weight, valuable, robust
goods over long distances, but a collapse in that
supply chain was not life threatening. We’re going to look at three ancient societies and how

Rome has been the archetypal ancient civilization for European-based scholars for millennia and for good reason. This empire ruled
over a vast network of land and sea routes
stretching from Britain to Arabia. Within the
Pax Romana (Roman Peace), traders moved
huge amounts of goods without fear of (too

At LTI we tend to look to the past for solutions we can adapt to a future without fossil
fuels. In addition to natural systems, we look
to successful (and failed) attempts to maintain large, complex societies (often called
“civilizations” outside of academia) and what
made the tick (or not).
Much of what I am writing here is adapted from
one of my books, Why Did Ancient Civilizations
Fail?.13 The premise is that societies often become overconfident in their ability to survive
and thus stop adapting to changes in their surroundings. When they do this, they collapse. I
focus on five interrelated components supporting societies: environment, agriculture, social
systems, trade, and resilience to disasters, with
ancient case studies for each. I hope to record
this as an audiobook this winter. Writing this
book was the inspiration to found this institute.

13

https://www.routledge.com/Why-Did-AncientCivilizations-Fail/Johnson/p/book/9781629582832
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As trade within the empire expanded, so to
did the proliferation of luxury goods. Providing wine for Rome’s elite, for example, was
more lucrative than wheat farming. Many estates in the heartland of the Empire, then
converted from fields to vinyards in order to
increase their profits. Wheat, after all, was
available for cheap prices imported from
province, especially Egypt.
Rome, and all ancient societies, had two ways to
transport goods: over land or water. Land was
slow and expensive, even on Roman roads. In
301 CE, for example, Diocletian’s price edict 14
was implemented to fix prices and stop runaway
inflation from too much adulterated currency. It
14

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Edict_on_Maximum_Prices

9

When Rome conquered Egypt, about 30 BCE, it
acted as a colonial power, eventually extracting
goods back to the imperial capital. In this case,
it was tons of wheat — Flavius Josephus, a Roman historian, cited four hundred thousand
tons per year. Three decades earlier, pirates disrupted the Egyptian grain shipments, causing
panic and skyrocketing bread prices in Rome.
Pompey, the Roman general and later political
leader, was dispatched to quell the pirates but
even before he left, prices had dropped to
record lows, suggesting local hoarding was the
cause of the price spike. When Augustus Caesar
later annexed Egypt, it was an attempt to stabilize grain shipments. Rome’s emperors may
have used state resources to influence grain
prices because the collective noun of “hungry

10
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for the social cachet of being on the cutting
edge. Long-distance trade networks ideally
moved items with high social value and low
weight, such as quetzal feathers, jade, obsidian,
salt, copal (ritual incense), and cacao. The elites’
social positions may have been more dependent
on trade, as the goods needed to demonstrate
their social status were often imports. Tribute
linked these two networks together: commoners
supplied the elites with local products and
handicrafts, some of which would then be
traded abroad for imported prestige goods (or
used to support elite artisans who created exchangeable goods).

Maya: Long-Distance Trade in “Elite Treats”
The Maya, like many ancient societies, traded in
three networks: local, long-distance, and tribute. As a general rule, utilitarian (“everyday”)
commodities were produced and traded regionally and prestige goods were traded over long
distances. Local trade largely consisted of staple
foods, gathered resources, and common handicrafts, such as fabric and pottery. Peasant farmers were able to produce practically all of their
vital resources locally but would trade for imported prestige items to raise their social status,
just as you might seek out the newest iPhone

During what is commonly referred to as the
“Maya Collapse” what we really see is a reorganization of the elite stratum of society and
their trade network. Peasants, which made up
90 percent of the population, continued to
survive, growing their own food and trading
locally. We are often dazzled by the large
buildings and shiny objects, but for the majority of people, the so-called collapse was the
fall of religious and cultural elites and the
rise of merchant empires.
What all this means is that only things not
essential for everyday survival were traded
over long distances. Certainly drought and
famine were known in Maya history, but it is
largely thought to be the result of drought
and other environmental factors, not trade
disruption. Indeed, across Mesoamerica, halt
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of traders was a cause of war, and traders
were supposed to be able to pass into hostile
territory unmolested. And although coastal
and river transport were used, large ships
could not pass the shallow waters, limiting
the transport of heavy, bulky staples.

Incas: Diversity and Interconnection as
Strength
At intervals ranging from two to eleven years,
the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) disrupts the usual weather patterns on the west
coast of South America. The erratic interval
made it difficult to predict for preindustrial
states in the Andes, and they were constantly
planning for one to three years of agricultural and fishery disruption every decade.
Inca agriculture was intimately tied with kinbased social networks to provide a variety of
foods. The rapid changes in elevation of the Andes created closely spaced but varied growing
environments. Fish and shellfish were caught in

11

the sea. Maize, squash, cucumber, cotton, and
fruits were grown near the coast. Coca, peppers,
avocado, and more fruits could be farmed in the
foothills. The most productive farmland was in
the lower Andes, where maize (introduced from
Mesoamerica after 2000 BCE), beans, vegetables,
quinoa, peanuts, and tubers were grown. Thousands of varieties of potatoes and quinoa were
farmed in the higher mountains and llamas and
alpacas were herded in the highest elevations
(guinea pigs were also kept for food everywhere). Warm-weather crops were grown on the
eastern slopes, because of the proximity to the
Amazon basin. Kin from different ecological
zones shared their products amongst themselves in a system referred to as a “vertical archipelago” by John Murra in 1972.
Not only did this archipelago strategy provide
the members of the network with a greater diversity of food than was available in their immediate environment, it helped spread the risk
associated with ENSO-related climate disturbances (prompting Baudin to call it an early socialist empire in 1961). The farmers intercropped their plants, not only to maximize the
small amount of arable land, but also to ensure
that at least one crop would grow, regardless of
the weather that year. Farmers further reduced
the risk to their crops by scattering their fields
and planting crops in series, spread out over the
calendar. They also brought more land under
cultivation by building extensive, state-organized terraces and complex irrigation systems.

12
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for three days before needing a day off. Human porters were faster and stronger. The
empire had official relay messengers, or
chaski, stationed every 6–9 km (4–6 mi.)
along the main roads. This system could carry
messages (or even fish) from the coast to
Cuzco at a rate of 240 km (150 mi.) per day;
faster than any horse over this terrain. Unlike
the other areas, though, ship transportation
was not a significant mover of goods, encouraging more local staple use.
Lessons for Today: Local Self-sufficiency
We can take our cue from these three ancient
societies: local staples are stable staples. The
Romans relied on imported grain and suffered when trade was disrupted. The everyday
Maya did better with local staples, while the
elites relied on prestige goods traded from
afar for social position. And the Inca had the
most resilient system with an intense network of shared resources and a state-organized reserve.
Our current economy is set up like the Roman
Empire: the economic centers are specialized
and produce finished products, relying on the
import of staples from far away. I gave a lecture on the fossil-fuel intensity necessary for
us to get many of our staples.15 This is fine if
transportation is cheap, which it is right now.
15
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went down different transportation paths, from
one extreme of local self-sufficiency to another
of maintaining extensive world trade at any
cost.
We will look at these systems in 2071, that is,
fifty years from now. Close enough that many
of us will still be alive, or at least our children
will be. This means it still feels real to us today, as we make our decisions, but not close
enough that we have a vested interest in what
happens, as in, say, a decade away.

Maintaining the Status Quo

As we look to a future that is more resilient,
we should take a hard look at the Inca economy — although it isn’t as efficient, it holds
up to the stress of unpredictability. Because
the El Niño occurs so often and without
warning, they had to plan for the worst and
hope for the best.
The Future
Over the above three parts, we’ve been looking
at the current kerfuffle in the supply chain,
from the Just-in-Time supply model to natural
supply systems and historic trade. Here we’ll be
considering a few future scenarios — thought
experiments about what would happen if we

If the global powers that be decide to insist
that we maintain the status quo of global
trade, whatever the repercussions, how would
that look in a half century? We currently
know about 1.7 trillion barrels of oil, 16 but only
about a third of those are easily recoverable. 17
Since we’re hell-bent on keeping things going,
let’s assume we exhaust ourselves recovering
twice of what is currently probable (1.2 trillion barrels). We’re currently using about 97
million barrels of oil a day.18 Our population
will expand, according to the UN, to about 11
billion people by 2100, so we might think that
our use of fuel will scale up 37 percent, but
our per-capita use is declining, and in the interest of fuzzy math and the impossibility of
16
17
18

https://www.statista.com/statistics/236657/globalcrude-oil-reserves-since-1990/
https://www.aogr.com/web-exclusives/exclusivestory/u.s.-holds-most-recoverable-oil-reserves
https://www.worldometers.info/oil/
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projecting into the future, let’s call the population growth and declining use a wash. So we
can estimate that we have about 34 years of
fuels left (not the 47 often stated if all the
known oil were recoverable19). But that’s just
oil. We currently use about 173,340 TWh of
energy per year when all sources are taken
together.
For our purposes, let’s say we’re proactive and
plan for the end of fossil fuels in half a century.
Could we electrify everything and continue as
we are now? We currently generate about 25,468
TWh of energy without fossil fuels (this assumes we keep nuclear and hydropower as
strong producers). This means we have to make
up 147,842 TWh of energy each year — that is a
six-fold increase. The only way this is possible is
with greatly expanded solar, wind, modern biofuel, and likely nuclear power (as expansion of
hydropower is limited). And while solar has
gone from 169 to 1793 TWh and wind from 1142
to 3540 TWh in a decade, expanding these to replace their share of fossil fuels would be a challenge. Nuclear has leveled off over the last
decade, and (for the purposes of this thought
experiment) we would have to greatly increase
nuclear plants to meet our energy needs, which
comes with its own complications.
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stored or generated on board (nuclear-powered container ships?) to maintain our current economic exchange. Terrestrial transport is easier to convert, as trains and other
hard infrastructure can and have been electrified. The issue isn’t the end use — this can
be retrofitted — but the creation of such a
vast amount of energy. Our current transport
network (and much of everything else) is
buoyed on a sea of oil, and even with a half
century of proactive conversion, it would be a
global challenge to maintain the status quo
with renewables and nuclear alone. A transportation conversion on this scale would require huge amounts of government and private action, investment, and above all forethought, something that seems incredibly unlikely.

This doesn’t even begin to discuss storage of
this energy, as long-distance transport ships
would need huge amounts of energy either

A Day in the Status Quo Future

19

What would this look like in a typical day in a

https://www.worldometers.info/oil/
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city? If we must maintain the status quo, we’d
be driving electric vehicles or taking electric
buses, streetcars, subways, etc. to work. At
this point, cars must have independent batteries, but we could develop in-road energy
transmission systems that could power a personal vehicle, if that became a priority. Plan
to go on a trip? One of the few things that
cannot likely be electrified is an airplane.
Electric flight is in its infancy,20 let alone the
development of passenger service. But highspeed rail can be electrified and can cover
shorter hops (e.g., a five-hour drive) door-todoor faster and more comfortably than flying.
But video conferences may become more
likely than quick, long-distance trips.
In the marketplace, prices will rise noticeably, if
we must maintain large trade networks for staple goods. While we could do this, it would be
expensive to electrify all this transportation just
to ship staples, not to mention high-speed shipping of produce with short shelf lives.
During the pandemic, shipping has exploded.
We might try to maintain multiple services
making the same routes each day, dropping
packages at each residence (all shipped
through electric transit). Additionally, stores
are unlikely to disappear, and for much of the
country, that requires personal electric vehicles, if we’re maintaining the status quo.
20 https://www.airbus.com/en/innovation/zero-emission/
electric-flight
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While this future is technically possible, it
would require massive investment and conversion starting today (or better, a decade
ago).

A Reasonable Scenario of Less Global Exchange
If we look at historical empires, with vast
trading networks before fossil fuels, we see a
few trends that can inform our future. Trade
items were typically high value, shelf stable,
light weight, and superfluous to survival. Not
all goods hit every one of these characteristics, but if it was fragile and heavy, for example, it wasn’t moved unless it had an extremely high value.

16
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would be prohibitively expensive to transport
long distances if local alternatives were available.

or even medium and short trips. Light rail
can connect all but the most isolated households in much of the country.

Some items would be continued to be
shipped. It would be too expensive to fill a
typical Midwestern grocery store with produce from California or Mexico, but more stable goods, such as citrus, apples, and potatoes, may remain as imports, as they prefer
specific climates and ship well.

A Day in the Reasonable Adaptation Future

All this focus on rail is not by chance. Rail is extremely efficient and electrification of the entire system is a viable undertaking. 21 By rolling
on steel wheels on steel tracks, trains have
practically no rolling resistance (i.e., friction;
and yes, this is not technically true, but in comparison with automobiles, trucks, planes, etc.)
and steep grades have been flattened. Electric
trains put most of the energy right into motive
action, meaning they need about a third of the
energy22 of an equivalent diesel locomotive over
the same route.
American automobility is a cultural choice.
The most proactive move to keep a large,
well-connected future, would be to make a
concerted effort to change not only our infrastructure, but our cultural mindset to favor
rail over personal vehicles and planes for long
21
22

https://www.eesi.org/articles/view/electrification-ofu.s.-railways-pie-in-the-sky-or-realistic-goal
https://iea-etsap.org/E-TechDS/PDF/
T11_Rail_Transport_v3_final_gs06062011.pdf

The biggest change in a typical day in an
adapted future would be the disuse of personal vehicles. In cities, suburbs, and surrounding communities, commutes would be
largely on mass transit. But many would opt
for work closer to home (or telecommuting).
Trips to the store would also be by mass transit. Or perhaps, building on the proliferation
of curb-side ordering during COVID, reusable,
stackable, standard shipping boxes would be
distributed out to neighborhood rail stations
so people would just have to go a few blocks
to get their orders. Imagine the savings if
your local grocery store became more of a
distribution hub than an advertising space?
People would be ordering more local, seasonal
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Rural populations would still need electric personal vehicles, but only to get to the nearest
transit hub, where it would be much more economical to park and take the train or to drop
produce and other goods at the freight entrance
23
24

https://apps.npr.org/tshirt/#/title
https://medium.com/easysize-guests-wall/story-of-a-tshirt-11c246d8859

Let’s say we decide or are forced by circumstance to adapt an extreme future without
much long-distance transportation and production. Instead of the previous scenario,
which was an adaptation of the age of rail,
this would be throwing us back to preindustrial transportation: wind and muscle provide
motive power. Our challenge is to adapt it for
the better.
How we get here does matter for the purposes
of this thought experiment. If we keep our
blinders on, our global power supply is not
proactively adapted towards a sustainable
model, and resources become scarce to the
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Knowledged was literally cloistered, but it had
been restricted in the time of Rome, too.
Alternatively, if global society “wakes up” to
the reality of the challenges facing us, and a
majority decide to abdicate our current highfuel-consumption lifestyle for a life of relative simplicity, we could cushion that downshifting to maintain certain things from our
current system, specifically communication,
modified medical care, and local clean energy
generation. Two years ago, I proposed a Low
Tech New Deal,25 which pushed extreme local
self-sufficiency. This may be the closest summary of this second option, where we can use
the infrastructure built with the bitter-sweet
legacy of fossil fuels and the industrial age.
In this brave new world, nothing dependable
would come from far away. No staples, nothing
fragile, nothing cheap. One society that had animal- and wind-powered transit calculated that
every 100 miles of transit added 2 percent to the
cost by sea and 50 percent by land (see discussion of Rome, above). Those that live near
oceans, lakes, and rivers may see more items
coming in from afar, but us landlocked folks
would be more provincial. Long-distance trade
would revert to peddlers and merchants moving
slowly across the land.
The one bright spot may be if we maintain
our current infrastructure (assuming it isn’t
25

https://lowtechinstitute.org/2019/03/07/green-newdeal-how-about-a-low-tech-new-deal/
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destroyed in conflict). Bicycles harness human energy in the most efficient way (three
times more efficient than walking26). If roads
are maintained, rolling resistance is low, and
similarly efficient carts may be better than
our preindustrial counterparts. Defunct but
functional rail lines would also continue to
serve as efficient transit routes, perhaps using some newly developed system using animal or human power. Still, for those of us
used to today’s muscular transit options, it is
a bleak outlook.
A Day in the Local-ist Future
So much of this future depends on whether or
not the transition is voluntary or forced. Let’s
look at a day in the best-case-scenario of
planned abdication and the continuance of
our communication network. In this low-energy future, people typically work within
their communities to provide direct goods or
services for their neighbors, as exports and
imports are severely limited by circumstance.
Trades, adapted for this world, may look like
a steam-punk version of preindustrial work:
some mechanization through electric motors
or wind- or water-driven mechanisms to turn
raw materials into goods–fiber and textiles
from wool, cotton, and flax and other materials from lumber, wheat, and metal. Houses
are retrofitted to be heated, cooled, and wa26 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Bicycle_performance#Energy_efficiency
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tered from different sources of energy. Some
people telecommute over the new, low-energy
internet, which does not support streaming
video or voice, but text communication remains instant and audio, video, and other
files can be transmitted at night, when traffic
is low. Broadcast television and radio make a
comeback, and local libraries hold vast digital
collections of media that can be “borrowed”
by USB stick27 or even over a communityscale intranet. Schools, communities, and
economies get smaller and tighter, linked by
roads, bicycles, and animal power.
In the case of infrastructure collapse, we may
face a more provincial and bleak future–especially if the internet collapses. Although
minimal electric power will be available,
without planning, it is sporadic and difficult
to maintain. Wind, water, animals, and humans provide much of the power, leading to a
huge reduction in the standard of living. Also,
as this was involuntary, it may sink the collective mood of much of humanity, leading to
more Hobbsian interactions between individuals and groups, which is a fancy way of saying people will be mean to one another and
societies will go to war. More of the population must commit their time to growing food,
reducing the amount of time available for
maintaining our standard of living through
services. Infrastructure that survived the col27

https://www.cbc.ca/news/world/cuba-el-paqueteinternet-wifi-havana-1.3527274
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lapse will be highly coveted, and things that
were destroyed will be mined for usable
building materials. New structures will be
small and rude, until people have the time
and stability to build more substantial structures. Trade will be practically nonexistant
for most purposes, and travel will be slow except by water. Communities and the economy
are likely to be small, isolated, and provincial.
Throughout this essay, we’ve discussed the faltering of our supply chain and its reliance on
fossil fuels. This has parallels in biology and
history, leading us to the discussion here, in this
final post, of what will happen when fossil fuels
are no longer available to us. We have a choice
to make and every day we wait to meet this decision, our options and outlook become worse.
While we hope for the reasonable adaptation future, we’ll plan for the local-ist one and build
community resilience where we are.
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